LIVE WEBCAST:
Administrative Hearings During the Pandemic (and After It’s Over)

Tues., Jan. 26, 2021 • 1:30 pm to 2:30 pm
1 substantive CLE credit

Judges see it all: the good, the bad and the ugly.
Start the New Year off right with the lessons, strategies and advice that will help you advocate better for your clients in administrative hearings.
Novices and experienced alike can learn a lesson or two from these esteemed judges:
• Hon. Joel H. Cheskis, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
• Hon. James A Johnson, Chief Administrative Judge, Pennsylvania Department of Insurance
• Hon. John H. Pietrzak, Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board
• Hon. Debra S. Rand, Chief Hearing Examiner, Pennsylvania Department of State

Commit to the hour. Take the first step to representing your clients more effectively with this program.

Karl S. Myers, Chair, PBA Administrative Law Section, moderates a discussion that will engage and motivate you to reach higher and work smarter in these evolving times, both during and after the pandemic.
• Tips for preparing for today’s reality: embracing technology and accepting that it can and will fail; developing a back-up plan
• Best practices for preparing your case and witnesses
• Requesting and providing notice for phone and video hearings
• Decorum: conduct at video or phone conference hearing
• Using evidence effectively
• Creating the record and looking toward a possible appeal
• Things to say or do specific to a remote hearing

Co-sponsored with the PBA Administrative Law Section and the PBA Government Lawyers Committee

Register here.